WADE Mediterranean
A regional chapter of The World Alliance for Decentralized Energy
Coordinated by COGENA - Italian Cogeneration Association

WADE Mediterranean Inaugural Event
March 20, 2009 – Rome - Italy

About the event
The event is a meeting of Mediterranean enterprises and organizations working in the field of Cogeneration gathering to establish a strong alliance for the promotion of Decentralized Power Generation in the Region. All invited individuals are kindly requested to give their contribution by sharing information on the state of decentralized power generation and the legislative support or barriers in their Countries.

Venue
Hilton Rome Airport Hotel (connected to the Airport “A” Terminal Building)
Via Arturo Ferrarin, 2 – Fiumicino (Italy)

Moderator
Massimiliano Santini, COGENA International Relations Delegate & WADE Med Co-Director

Programme
09.30   Registration of the Attendees
09.45   Opening by Massimiliano Santini, International Relations Delegate of the Italian Cogeneration Association (COGENA) and WADE Med Co-Director
09.50   What is WADE by David Sweet, Executive Director, WADE
10.00   WADE Mediterranean objectives by Marianna Benetti, Co-Director, WADE Med
10.15   Question time on the WADE Mediterranean initiative
11.00   Coffee break
11.15   Italian Cogeneration Facts & Figures by Francesco Vallone, Counsellor, COGENA
11.25   Development and issues regarding Cogeneration Technology in Turkey by Özkan Ağış, President, Turkish Cogeneration Association
11.35   Cogeneration in Spain by Blanca Perea, Director, COGEN Spain (Spanish Cogeneration Association)
11.45   Cogeneration in Greece by Costas Theofylaktos, BoD, Hellenic Cogeneration Association
11.55   Cogeneration in Tunisia (Presentation in French) by Ali Hjaiej, Sales Engineer, Clarke Energy Tunisie
12.05   Round table among all Attendees about opportunities for Cogeneration in the Mediterranean and questions to cogeneration associations
13.00   Quick lunch
14.00   Expression of interest by the Attendees and appointment of WADE Med Country Partners
15.00   Conclusions
15.15   End of the event

For information about the event or WADE Med please, contact:
Massimiliano Santini msantini@localpower.org
Marianna Benetti mbenetti@localpower.org

For hotel accommodation at the venue, you can benefit from a special rate of € 150.00 per night for the single occupancy room and € 170.00 for the double/twin occupancy. You can contact the Hilton Rome Airport Hotel at res.romeairport@hilton.com quoting the ref. WADE-COGENA.

For accommodation at other hotels, we recommend the web reservation service www.hrs.de